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Introduction
　　　　In　the　first　half　of　the肺entieth　century　Sax　Rohmer　was　one　of　the　most　widely
read　and　highly　successful　authors　of　popular　fiction　in　the　world．Rohmer，an
Englishman　whose　real　name　was　Aけhur　Sarsield　Ward，1ived　from1883to1959．
During　a　writing　career　that　spanned　almost　fifty　years，Rohmer　proved　very
productive，for　he　published　for＝y－one　novels，eleven　collections　of　sho竹stories，耐o
works　of　non－fiction，and　several　dozen　short　stories　scattered　around　various
magazines．l　What　he　is　most　remembered　for，however，is　his　series　of　books
featuring　Fu　Manchu，the　most　infamous　Oriental　arch－villain　in　modem　litera町
histo収．The　books　enjoyed　wide　popularity　throughout　the　Eng1ish－speaking　world；
moreover，a　number　of　them　have　been　translated　into　almost1wo　dozen　languages，
ranging　from　Burmese　to　Ukrainian．2With　their　mysterious　plots　and　exotic
settings，the　Fu　Manchu　stories　provided　ample　material　for　many　radio　and　TV
programs，as　well　as　comic　strips　and　fu11－length　movies，pa竹icu1ar1y　during　the　three
decades　from！930－1960．Even　today　peop1e　show　enough　interest　in　his丘ction　to
just晦a　reprinting　ofthe　thirteen　nove1s　and　four　stories　thatmake　up　the　series．3In
addition，there　is　an　active　and　comprehensive　Fu　Manchu　website　on　the　Intemet
which　provides　extremely　detailed　coverage　of　a11aspects　of　the　author　and　the
memorable　character　he　created．4
　　　　To　mostreaders，Fu　Manchu　personiies　evi1：to　be　precise，the　evi1ofthe‘Yellow
Peril．”5　W11at　exactly　is　the　Ye1low　Peri1P　One　standard　dictiona町de丘nes　it　as“the
power　or　alleged　power　ofAsiatic　peop1es，esp．the　Chinese，to　threaten　or　destroy　the
supremacyofWhiteorWestemcivi1ization．”6Inthatitemphasizesracialsuperiority，
this　concept　can　be　traced　back　to　the　philosophers　Kant　and　Montesquieu　in　the
eighteenth　century，both　of　whom　posited　the　existence　of　a　separate　and　distinct
yel1ow　race，7From　the　mid－1800s　on，as　more　and　more　Ch三nese（and　later
Japanese）immigrated　to　Westem　countries　in　search　of　work，they　became　the
target　of　fear　and　discrimination　by　whites，The　anti－0riental　sentiment　was
especially　strong　in　the　westem　part　of　the　United　States，where　many　Chinese　and
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Japanese　had　settled．But　it　was　not　unti11895that　the　term“Yellow　Peril”was
actual1y　coined，presumably　by　Kaiser　Wi1helm　III　of　Germany．8It　seems　that　he
sent　a　drawing　entitled“The　Ye1low　Peril”to　his　cousin　Tsar　Nicho1as　II．The
dra㎡ng，which　depicts　thunderous　clouds　above　an　image　of　a　Buddha　surrounded
by五re，was　meant　to　represent　the　mystical　and　dangerous　threat　emanating　from　the
East．9A趾er　waming　of　the　threat，Wilhelm　then　c㎝venient1y　used　it　to　justi蚊
Germany’s　grab　for　concessions　in　China．The　three　events　that　helped　convince
Westerners　thattheyhad　much　to　fearfrom　countries　such　asJapan　and　Chinawere
the　Sino－JapaneseWar（1894－1895），the　Russo－Japanese　War（1904－1905），and　the
Boxer　Uprising一（1898－1901）．　As　a　result　ofJapm’s　victories　over　China　and　Russia，
Japan　became　the丘rst　Asian　country　to　achieve　the　status　of　a　world　power，and　for
the丘rst七me　she　began　to　appearforbidding　to　the　Westem　imagination．However，
whatmostcon㎡ncedpeop1eintheWestthatOrientalco㎜triesposedathreatwasthe
Boxer　Uprising，which，they　believed，proved　beyond　a　doubt　that　the　Chinese（and，
by　association，other　Asians）were　fanatical，cruel，and　duplicitous．1o　And　the　image
gOtWOrSe　aS　time　Went　On．
　　　　It　was　in　this　context　that　Sax　Rohmer　began　writing　and　pub1ishing　his　Fu
Manchu　books，Before　becoming　a　successfu1author，he　worked　atanumber　ofodd
jobs，including　writing　a竹icles　for　newspapers　and　mag砒ines，but　none　tumed　out　to
be　veW　lucrative．Early　on　he　developed　an　interest　in　the　mysterious，accumulating
a　large　library　on　Egyptology　and　occult　literature．ユl　His　personal　connection　with
China　was　tenuous，to　say　the　least．　Throughout　his　life　he　never　visited　the　count収；
in　fact，the　closest　he　came　to　anything　Chinese　was　when　he　made　severa1trips　t0
Limehouse，an　area　of　high　crime　in　London　at　the　tum　of　the　century．It　was　the
place　where　most　Chinese　immigrants　sett1ed，in　other　words　the　Chinatown　of
London．His　on1y　reason　for　going　there　was　to　do　research　for　a　magazine　artic1e
that　he　had　been　asked　to　write．It　was　to　be　about　a　Chinese　named　Mr．King　who
was　reputed　to　be　the　big　boss　of　a　crime　syndicate　in　Limehouse　comected　with
gambling　and　opium．It　is　thought　that　the　character　of　Fu　Manchu　was　loosely
based　on　King．Except　for　what　he　had　obse岬ed　in　Limehouse，Rohmer　had　no
special㎞ow1edgeaboutChina－beitthecountryorthepeopleorthe1an馴age．Ina
candid　inte〃iew㎞th　his　biographer，he　readi1y　admi廿ed　as　much：“I　made　my　name
on　FuManchubecause　I㎞ownothingaboutthe　Chinese．．．Iknowsomethingabout
Chinatown．But　that　is　a　di廿erent　ma位er。”12As　a　result，Rohmer　was　forced　to　rely
almost　entire1y　on　his　imagination　in　portraying　Fu　Manchu，China，and　things
Chinese．Agood　example　ofthis　is　the　villain’s　name　itse甘，which　makes　no　sense　as
a　name　in　the　Chinese1anguage．Nevertheless，Rohmer　had　one　thing　going　for
him：a　good　sense　of　timing．Here　is　how　he　described　it：“Conditions　for1aunching
a　Chinese　vi1lain　on　the　market　were　ideal．I　wondered　why　it　had　never　before
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occurred　to　me．The　Boxer　Rebe11ion　had　s施rted　o丘mmors　of　a　Ye1low　Peril　which
had　not　yet　died　down．”13　In1913he　publishedτ脆2ルσs加ηρジF〃ルZo閉6乃〃，his五rst
novel　featuring　the　Chinese　villain．1’　In1959，thiれeen　novels　and　for蚊一six　years　later，
he　published〃2亙妙θκ07肋〃α〃c肋，which　tumed　out　to　be　the　last　book　in　the
series．　He　died　that　year，ironical1y　enough，ofthe　Asian丑u．
　　　　In　this　paper，I　shall　describe　and　ana1yze　the　images　ofFu　Manchu，China，and
the　Orient　in　genera1，as　presented　in　the　various　novels．I　will　t町to　show　how　they
developed…md　changed　over　the　years，both　for　be肚er　and　worse．　To　be仇er　organize
a　large　body　ofmaterial，I　divide　Rohmer’s　books　into　three　periods：The　Early　Period
（1913－19！7），The　Proli丘cDecade（1931－1941），andThe　Late　Period（1948－1959）．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　The　Ear1y　Period　（1913－1917）
　　　　Three　works　are　included　in　this　period：ηκ吻s加ηゲハ〃〃α〃o肋（1913），ηκ
Dω〃1）06ま07（1916），and〃θ∫4一肋〃ルり晩伽∫（1917）．　Itwas　these　early　novels　that
made　the　author　famous　and　Fu　Manchu　a　househo1d　name．They　contain　much　in
the　way　of　plot　and　character　that　was　reworked　and　reused　in　a11the　subsequent　Fu
Manchu　books．Especia1ly　important　is　the　fact　that　they　provided　the　pub1ic　with
clear－cut　images　of　the　supposed　threat　from　Asia．And　in　the　character　of　Fu
Manchu，Rohmer　gave　life　and　a　de丘nite　form　tb　many　ofthe　anti－Oriental　prejudices
commonlyheldbyWestemers　atthattime．
　　　　Here　is　how　Fu　Manchu　is　described　early　in　the血rst　of　the　three　books，〃θ
吻∫加η〆肋〃舳c肋：
　　　　　　　　　　　Image　a　person，tall，lean　and　fe1ine，high－shouldered，with
　　　　　　　　　　　a　brow　like　Shakespeare　and　a　face　like　Satan，a　close－
　　　　　　　　　　　shaven　skull，and　long，magnetic　eyes　ofthe　tme　cat－green．
　　　　　　　　　　　Invest　him　with　all　the　cmel　cunning　of　an　entire　Eastern
　　　　　　　　　　　race，accumu1ated　in　one　giant　inte1lect，with　a1l　the
　　　　　　　　　　　resources　of　science　past　and　present，with　all　the
　　　　　　　　　　　resources，if　you　will，of　a　wealthy　govemmen卜which，
　　　　　　　　　　　however，already　has　denied　all　knowledge　ofhis　existence．
　　　　　　　　　　　Image　that　aw血1being，and　you　have　a　mental　picture　of
　　　　　　　　　　　Dr．Fu　Manchu，theyel1owperil　incamate　in　one　man．15
　　　　He　is　frightening　and　crue1as　well　as　impressive　and　brmiant．As　the　story
progresses，the　authormsin　more　details　aboutthe　doctor．With　hisinanimate　and
inhuman　eyes　and　disco1ored　teeth，Fu　Manchu　is　seen　as　physically　repulsive．It
shou1d　be　noted　that　everyone　who　comes　into　contactwith　him　is　mesmerized　by　the
abno㎜alintensi蚊ofhisstare，forhiseyeshaveahypno廿cpowermknowntoother
human　beings．Dressed　in　his　signature1ong，yellow　robe，he　appears　to　be　a　igure
丘om“the　realms　ofde1irium”who　exudes　an“intense　force　ofma1ignancy．”16
　　　　Fu　Manchu　stands　out　not　only　because　of　his　foreboding　appearance　but　als0
because　of　his　incomparable　intellect．　Trained　as　a　scientist　in　the　great　universities
of　Europe，he　is　adept　in　all　the　a11二s　and　sciences，and　he　is　continually　exploring　the
secrets　of　nature．He　is　a　great1inguist　who　has　mastered　most　of　the　major
languages　of　the　wor1d　and　speaks　them切th1itt1e　or　no　accent．There　seems　to　be
no　ield　of　inquiW　with　which　he　is　not　intimate1y　familiar．He　is　judged　to　have　the
brains　of　three　men　of　genius；however，he　uses　his　vast　talents　in　the　pursuit　of　e㎡1．
1nsho廿，heis“mostfo㎜idablecreatureinthe㎞o㎜world”and“thesinistergenius
oftheYellowmovement”
　　　　What　is　Fu　Manchu’s　goa1P　Simply　put，itis　to　ove打hrow　the　Westem　nations
and　place　America　and　Europe　under　Eastem　rule；his　desire　is　for　boundless　empire．
Of　course，he　camot　achieve　this　by　himself，so　he　is　backed　by　a　wealthy　political
movement　originating　somewhere　in　Asia．He　is　the　advance－agentforthis　newforce
and　his　job　is　to“pave　the　way’’for　the　others．　As　we　expect，he　encounters
opposition　in　Eng1and，where　most　of　the　action　in　the　first　three　novels　takes　place．
The　man　in　charge　of　thwarting　this　menace　to　the　civilized　world　is　a　British　Colonial
○舖cer　named　Nayland　Smith，And　throughout　a11ofthe　Fu　Manchu　stories，it　is　the
riva1町between　these　two　men　that　gives　the　series　a　sense　ofcontinui蚊．In　spite　of
his　resourcefu1ness，Smith　is　never　able　to　completely　defeat　his　enemy；on　the　other
hand，Fu　Manchu　can　never　quite　get　the　better　of　this　tenacious　British　o血cial．
Much　of　the　excitement　generated　in　these　stories　originates　in　the　cat－and－mouse
g㎜e　played　by　the　two　men．Since　the　villain　has　so　much　power，however，it　is　an
impossible　ba廿1e　for　only　one　man．So　in　each　vo1ume　of　the　series，at　least　one
other　Westerner　helps　Smith　in　his　never－ending　attempt　to　bring　the　criminals　to
justiceandsavetheWestemwor1datthesametime．
　　　　Readers　are　never　in　doubt　that　it　is　an　epic　stmggle　be帥een　East　and　West，
between　the　yellow　race　and　the　white　race，between　heathens　and　Christians．That
itis　basically　a　racial　confrontation　is　quite　obviousfromtheverybeginning　ofthe　irst
book；and　the　theme　continues，with　some　modi丘cation，to　the　end　ofthe丘na1volume．
　　　　The　evil　nature　ofFu　Manchu　is　unavoidab1yintertwinedwith　the　factthathe　is　at
once　Chinese，0riental，Asian，and　Yel1ow．His　mere　existence　is　considered　a
danger　to　the　entire　white　race．The　East　is　awakening　from　a　long　s1eep　and，in　its
newly　found　aggressiveness，poses　a　real　threat　to　the　West．And　this　threat　is
symbolized　by　Fu　Manchu，the　enemy　ofthe　white　race　who　is“writing　his　name　over
E㎎land　in　characters　of　blood、”We　are　told　that　if　he　is　victorious　it　means　the
victoW　of　the　yenow　races　over　the　white．
　　　　Everything　about　the　East　conjures　up　images　of　cunning　and　danger　and
myste町and　treache町．In　order　to　can7out　his　plans，Fu　Manchu　employs　a　gang
of　assassins，stranglers，bodyguards，thieves　and　helpers，all　of　whom　come　from
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various　countries　in　the　East－from　India　all　the　way　to　Japan，Many　scenes　take
place　in　Limehouse，an　area　infamous　for　its　undeIworld　comections　and　opium　dens，
Incidentally，opium　plays　aI1important　ro1e　in　the　stories　because　Fu　Manchu　smokes
the　drug　to　relax　and　clear　his　mind；his　addiction，of　course，makes　him　seem　even
mOre　SiniSter．
　　　　Rohmer　makes　numerous　generalizations，almost　entirely　negative，about　the
East．In　his　descriptions，the　author　employs　various　terms，a11of　which　are　used
interchangeably：Chinese，Oriental，Asiatic，Easterner，Far　Eastemer，and　Asian．
Everyone丘om　that　part　of　the　world　is1umped　together　as　one　ent吋．Here　is　a
representative　selection　ofwhat　Rohmer　says　about　Asia．First　and　foremost，China，
which　can　be　equated　with　Asia　in　general，is　a　land　of　mystery，and　the　people　there
are　the　most　inscrutable　on　earth．In　addition，Chinese　are　endowed　with　an
emotional　cruelty　which　white　men　cannot　understand．For　example，they　practice
infanticide　on　a　large　scale，especially　with　fema1e　babies．Therefore，it　is　only
natural　that　Fu　Manchu，with　his　unique　combination　of　subtle1y　and　intenigence，is
easilytransfo㎜edinto　acumi㎎killer，0henta1s，we　areto1d，placeli仇1evalue㎝
肚e；and　their　attitude　is　one　that　is　unacceptab1e　in　cu1tured　Europe．The　gap　which
separatesEastandWestisve町wideand　di価cultto　bridge，forthe　simplereasonthat
each　has　its　own　code　ofbehavior，And　the　author　makes　it　c1ear　thatthe　Westem
code　is　superior．Since　Orientals　are　reconciled　to　their　fate，it　is　di価cult　for　them　to
change，even　if　they　desire　to　do　so．　This　contrast　pits　the　fatalistic　and　unchanging
Eastagainsttherationalandcivi1izedWest．
　　　　　　　Asiahas　an　advantage　overtheWestin　at1eastone　area　ofexpertise：thatis，
the　development　ofmysterious　dmgs　and　insects　and　occult　practices．Being　an　evi1
scientist　of　genius，Fu　Manchu　expends　much　time　and　effo竹attempting　to　create
new　and　more　threatening　weapons　to　use　in　his　quest　for　power．He　successful1y
deve1ops　various　lethal　fungi，which　should　not　su叩rise　us　since　he　is“the　greatest
fungologist　the　world　has　ever　known．”　His　fungi　are　so　potent　that　people　exposed
to　them　die　like　f1ies．Claiming　that　he　is“the　god　of　destruction，”Fu　Manchu
creates　poisons　that　can　tum　men　into　maniacs；he　creates　potions　that　can　cause
peop1e　to　die　temporarily　and　then　come　back　to　life－a　very　useful　technique　for
kidnapping；and　he　creates　strange　fluids　that　can　erase　a　person’s　memo収．Butthat
is　not　a1l：he　a1so　keeps　a　menagerie　of　deadly　pets，including　marmosets，sco叩ions，
pythons，spiders，and，perhaps　the　weirdest　of　all，hamadrayds．These　are　the
gruesome　creatures　he　utilizes　to　kill　whoever　opposes　the　establishment　of　his
‘Yellow　Empire．’’That　Fu　Manchu　is　mthless　in　his　quest　camot　be　denied，which
is　the　reason　Nayland　Smith　and　the　other　Westemers　who　do　battle　with　him
consider　him　a“homicidal　maniac．”
　　　　Yet　Rohmer　imbues　Fu　Manchu　with　several　honorab1e　qualities．First　ofa1l，he
shows　great　bravery．A氏er　several　confrontations，Smith，somewhat　begmdgingly，
admits：“Fiend　thought　he　was，I　admired　his　courage．”刈so　Fu　Manchu　always
keeps　his　word，regardless　of　the　consequences．And，as　we　would　expect　from
someone　in　the　employ　ofthe　British　govemment，Smith　keeps　his　word　as　well．At
one　point，he　has　a　chance　to　kill　Fu　Manchu，but　he　camot　because　itwould　require
him　to　go　back　on　his　word．With　c1enched　teeth，he　proclaims：“A　semnt　of　the
Crown　in　the　East　makes　his　mo肚o：‘Keep　your　word　though　it1〕reaks　your　neck’！”
This　is　one　theme　that　su由ces　in　all　the　books：on　many　occasions　both　sides　in　the
conflict　suffer　setbacks　as　a　consequence　of　the　promises　they　make－promises　that
they　are　honor　bound　to　keep．
　　　　The　second　mvel，η2θD〃〃1）o肋7，o丘ers　more　ofthe　same，but　with　a　few　new
㎞sts．The　time　is肺o　years1ater，and　Fu　Manchu　continues　to　engage　in　nefarious
plotstounde㎜inetheWest．OnceitisclearthatFuManchuisagainoperatingin
England，Nayland　Smith　returns　from　Burma　to　do　battle　with　his　enemy．He　is
aided　throughout　the　adventure　by　his　good丘iend　Dr．Petrie．　The　plot　centers　on
Fu　Manchu’s　attempt　to　eliminate　certain　people　who　stand　in　his　way．They　are
peop1e　who　possess　secret　information　that　threatens　to　expose　his　plans　and　thus
de1ay　their　imp1ementation；therefore，it　is　imperative　thatthey　be　kidnapped　or　ki1led．
The　action　ofthe　book　moves　from　one　murder　plotto　the　next．And　the　more　Smith
and　Petrie　intedere，the　more　they　ind　themselves　in　life－threatening　situations，As
a1ways　the　good　guys　seem　to　be　just　one　step　behind　the　brmiant　crimina1－close
enough　to　upset　his　schedule　but　not　c1ose　enough　to　capture　him，That　pattem
remains　a　constantthroughout　the　series．
　　　　Fu　Manchu’s　character　becomes　more　and　more　ominous．He　is　described　as
“the‘Yellow　Peril’incarnate　in　one　man．”　Because　of　his　wanton　disregard　for
human（meani㎎here　of　course　Western）values，he　appears　both　abnorma1and
supemormal．In　the　words　of　Dr．Petrie，Fu　Manchu　is　a“mighty　Chinaman　who
represented　things　unu廿erable，whose　potentia1ities　for　evi1were　bound1ess　as　his
genius，who　personiied　a　secret　danger，the　extent　and　nature　of　which　none　of　us
tm1y　understood．”17His　voice　comes　in　for　special　criticism：it　is　a“high　pitched
grating　voice，in　which　guttural　tones　altemated　with　a　se叩ent－like　hissing．”And　in
times　of　crisis，the　calm，outer　veneer　breaks　do㎜and　he　is　known　to　emit　animal－
like　screams．Petrie　diagnoses　these　hysterical　outbursts　as　symptomatic　of　a
dangerous　mania．The　facial　features　of　Fu　Manchu　continue　to　repel　his　pursuers．
As　before，it　is　the　green，piercing　eyes，in　particular，that　do　the　most　damage．They
resemblethose　of“acatin　dar㎞ess”andbum1ike“witchlamps．”0vera1l，theface
conjures　up　an　image　of　someone　from　hell，someone　who　is　not　human．When
calm，however，Fu　Manchu　possesses　a　tremendous　intellectual　force　and　the
qualiHes　of　a　bom　leader．In　this　book，we　leam　several　new　facts　about　him．The
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first　is　that　he　received　great　honor　in　China　by　being　admi廿ed　to　the　Sacred　Order　of
the　White　Peacock，and　the　second　is　that　he　is　a　member　of　a　secret　and　powe血1
criminal　organization　founded　in　Honan　and　now　based　somewhere　else　in　Asia．1島
And　the　adversaries　of　Fu　Manchu　once　again　admit　on　several　odcasions　that，
regardless　of　the　consequences，he　never　breaks　his　word．This，it　seems，is　his
major　redeeming　quality，for　everything　else　was　like　a　gi血from　the　de洲．
　　　　Generalizations　about　China　and　the　Chinese　conhnue　unabated．Fu　Manchu　is
notthe　onlyperson　from　China　un出endlyto　theWest：the　entire　Chinese　race　isthe
enemy　of　whites．It　is　obvious　that　they　are　cruel，for　they　kil1thousands　of
unwanted　baby　girls　by　throwing　them　down　wens　specially　designated　for　that
purpose．　In　addition，the　Chinese　are　naturally　childish；and　since　they　are　a　race　of
ancestor　worshippers，they　are　capable　of　anything．That　is　to　say，they　are　not　to　be
trusted．Pa打of　Fu　Manchu’s　prob1em　is　that　he　was　born　Chinese，for　he　is　the
“weird　product　of　a　weird　people　who　are　as　old　in　evil　as　the　Pyramids　are　old　in
mySte町．”
　　　　As　for　otherAsians，the　author　always　presents　them　in　less　than　f1attering　terms．
Forexample，one　ofFuManchu’s‘Ye1lowm価ans”isapockmarkedBu㎜anwithan
evil　expression　and　a　habitua11eer；most　other　Orientals　receive　similar　treatment．
Interestingly　enough，the　Japanese　are　spared　any　kind　of　severe　ridicule．　Fu
Manchu　praises　the　courage　displayed　byJapanese，saying，“No　braver　race　has　ever
honored　the　world、”Moreover，some　of　his　best　scientists　are　Japanese－men　who
are　serious　as　well　as　re1iab1e．It　is　tme，however，that　he　forces　his　enemies　to
commit∫ψ〃肋when　hewishesto　innictmaximumpain　and　suffering．
　　　　Aithough　Rohmer　borrowed∫ψ〃肋from　the　Japanese，he　re1ied　on　his　fertile
imagination　to　think　up　increasingly　grotesque　forms　of　torture，a1l　of　which　are
Orienta1in　origin．0ne　is　named　the“Chinese　wire　jacket．”That　refers　to　a　soれof
toumiquetofwire　nettingthatis　screwed　so　tightly　thatthevictim’s刊esh　swe1ls　out　in
knobs　through　the　mesh．Another　is　the“Chinese　toれure　chamber、”　Cantonese
rats　are　inse竹ed　into　the　enclosure　containing　the　prisoner　and　proceed　to　eat　him
alive．Then　there　is　the　black　cat　with　poisonous　claws．Its　victims　die　a　lingering
death，their　faces　covered　with　hideous　scratches．　Finally，there　is　the　creature
called　the　Sacred　Baboon．　0rigina1ly　found　in　Abyssinia，it　easily　tracks　its　prey　by
fo11owing　a　scent，and　then，since　ithas　the　strength　offour　men，strangles　its　victims
to　death　with　its　iron－like　grip．The　author　even　gives　the　creature’s　technical　name：
Cynocephalus　hamadWas．In　this　way，he　tries　to　add　plausibility　by　clothing　his
fantastic　ideas　in　scienti五c　garb．This　is　a　technique　that　he　frequently　employs．
　　　　ηπDθ〃1）oof07introduces　a　new　element　to　the　story1ine：the　romance　between
the　beautiful　and　mysterious　Oriental　woman　and　the　Western　man，It　is　an
interracial　romance　with　exotic　and（slightly）erotic　nuances．Although　the
previous　novel　only　touchs　on　this　subject　in　a　very　minor　way，珊θDθ〃1）oo肋s
assigns　a　major　ro1e　to　awoman　named　Karamaneh　who　falls　for　Dr．Petrie，and　he，in
tum，fal1s　for　her．According　to　Smith，it　is　understandable　that　she　would　find
herself　attracted　to　Petrie，for　that　is　characteristic　of　Oriental　women．There　is，
however，one　serious　problem　with　her：she　is　a　slave　of　the　monstrous　Dr．Fu
Manchu．Severa1times，when　Smith　and　Petrie　find　themselves　in　a　seemingly
impossib1e　situation，she　appears，almost　out　of　nowhere，and　saves　them．But　she
cannot　be　trusted，for　she　betrays　them　almost　as　o血en　as　she　helps　them．No
matter　what　she　feels　for　Petrie，she　does　not　have　the　power　to　break　the　bonds　of
loya1蚊thattightly　bind　herto　Fu　Manchu．Realizing　that　Petrie　is　enchanted　by　this
woman，Smith　wams　him　not　to　get　too　deeply　involved．If　Petrie　continues　to　be
takeninbyherfema1e　cha㎜s，it“mightmeanayellowemperoroftheworld．”1n
the　end，eve巾hing　revolves　around　the　stmggle　between　the　ye11ow　race　and　the
white　race．　In　spite　of　the　fact　that　he　is　white　and　she　is　Oriental，he　camot　get　her
out　of　his　mind．Thjs　volume　ends㎡th　his　sailing　to　Eg卯t　in　search　of　the　woman
he　loves．
　　　　The　final　novel　in　the“Early　Period”is　entitled　T肋∫づ一ハα〃吻∫サ〃加∫．　W，at
Rohmer　adds　to　the　story　with　this　book　is　the　idea　of　a　massive　Oriental　conspiracy．
Unab1e　to　take　over　the　world　by　himself，Fu　Manchu　needs　the　support　of　an
organization．And　that　support　comes　from　the　Si－Fan－a　group　based　in　Tibet，
whose　goal　is　to　establish　a　Chinese　empress　as　ruler　of　the　world．A　sort　of
Eleusinian　mystery，the　Si－Fan　is　a　secret　society　with　branches　and　members
throughoutthe　Orient．Ha㎡ng　alreadygained　control　ofthe“Eastem　Mind，”itthen
proceeds　to　set　its　sights　on　the　West．With　its　seemi㎎ly　unlimited　resources，the
group　is　able　to　commit　and　get　away　with　almost　aI1y　kind　of　crime，from　kidnapping
to　murder．As　a　high－ranking　agent　of　the　Si－Fan，Fu　Manchu　goes　to　England　to
can7out　secretmissions　and　thereby　pave　the　way　for　the　expanded“Yel1ow　Empire．”
Because　ofthis　desire　for　a“Yel1ow　Empire，”people　in　the　West　fear　Orientals，and
that，we　are　told，is　where　the　concept　ofthe“Yenow　Peri1”came　from．
　　　　At　the　beginning　of　the　book，Nayland　Smith　is　suddenly　called　back　to　London
from　his　post　in　Burma，in　order　to　investigate　the　disappearance　and　death　of　Sir
Gregory　Ha1e，a　China　expert　who　formerly　worked　in　the　British　Embassy　in　Peking，
Hale，it　seems，has　found　out　about　the　Si－Fan’s　plan　for　world　domination．As　a
resu1t，he　is　targeted　for　elimination．Before　he　dies，however，he　leaves　a　cqptic
message　containing　just　three　words：Tibet，Yellow，and　Si－Fan．With　this
infomation，Smithandhis丘iendPetriesetouttounravelthemyst町，whichis，aswe
expect，close1y　comectedwith　Dr．Fu　Manchu．The　Si－Fan　dispatches　Fu　Manchu　t0
London　to　get　rid　of　anyone　standing　in　its　way．At丘rst，Smith　is　mystiied　by　the
mere　existence　of　Fu　Manchu，for　he　thought　the　evi1doctor　was　dead．That　Fu
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Manchu　is　alive　and　active　again　adds　to　his　reputaせon　as　a　man　of　many　lives．To
Smith，it　proves　that　Fu　Manchu　is“immme　from　natura1laws”and　is　a“deathless
incamation　of　evi1．”A　superhuman，indeed！In　spite　of　his　inestimable　powers，Fu
Manchu　is　not，in　this　novel　at　least，the　supreme　leader　of　the　Si－Fan．It　is　a　cmel
and　barbarous　man　named　Ki－Ming，who　possesses　a　kind　of“animal　magnetism．”
Though　hard　to　imagine，he　seems　to　be　more　of　a　vi11ain　than　Fu　Manchu．This　is
paれly　explained　by　the　fact　that　he　is　a　master　of　the　unho1y　arts　of　the　Lamas　of
Rache－Churan1ocated　deep　in　the　interior　of　Tibet．　By　using　his　knowledge　of　the
occu1t，Ki－Ming　can　cause　people　to　commit　murders㎞thouttheir　ever　remembering
what　happened．For　a　shoれtime　in　this　book　he　is　pur…ued　by　Smith　and　the　forces
ofgood，but　he　quickly　disappears　and　never　again　figures　prominently　in　the　stories．
　　　　It　is　Fu　Manchu　that　receives　the　most　attention　from　the　authorities．Before
1onghe　assumestheleadership　oftheSi－Fanandmakesp1ansto　toppletheWestwith
the　help　of　this　al1－powe血1intemational　conspiracy．The　Si－Fan　is　merely　another
weapon　in　his　personal　arsenal．What　is　specia1about　Fu　Manchu　is　that　he　is
shrewd　enough　to　engage　in“nefarious　plots”right　in　the　middle　of　London，the
center　of　Westem　civilization　at　that　period　in　history．There　is　no　crime　too
outlandish　for　him　to　consider．He　fears　no　superior　force，and　no　one　can　outwit
him　except　Nay1and　Smith（and　his　various　helpers）．Petrie　recognizes　Smith’s
contribution：He　is　the“barder　between　the　W，ite　races　and　the　devouring　tide　ofthe
Yel1ow。”What　makes　Fu　Manchu　doubly　dangerous　is　his　ta1ent　for　perfecti㎎
weapons　of　the　past　and　creating　weapons　of　the　future．　0ne　new　but　chi1ling
technique　he　frequently　emp1oys　in　T肋∫4－Fα〃〃）8勿伽∫is“artificiany　induced
catalepsy”；that　is　to　say，he　can　make　a　person　appear　dead　and　then　bhng　him　back
to1ife　by　administering　an　antidote　of　his　own　making－one　that　he　and　on1y　he
possesses．Since　he　has　little　or　no　regard　for　human　suffering　or　human　life　or　the
law，Fu　Manchu　enjoys　a　distinct　advantage　in　his　stmggles　with　the　po1ice．　It　is　a
contest　with　high　stakes；it　is　a　contest　between　the　barbarians　and　civilized　man；it　is
a　contestfor　control　ofthe　world．
　　　　The　romance　between　Petrie　and　Karamaneh　continues　as　a　sub－theme　in　the
sto町．He　tries　to　win　her　over，and　she　tries　to　escape　the　clutches　of　Fu　Manchu．
For　Petrie，itis　more　important　to　find　her　than　itis　to　pursue　the　enemy．As　a　result，
Fu　Manchu　is　on　more　than　one　occasion　ableto　escape　from　ce他in　capture　ordeath，
thanks　to　Petrie’s　infatuation　with　this　Oriental　beau蚊．　Here　Petrie　describes　her　in
ve町f1orid　terms：
　　　　　　　　　　　The　beau蚊of　Karamaneh　was　not　of　the蚊pe　which　is
　　　　　　　　　　　enhanced　by　arti」icial　lighting：itwas　the　beau蚊ofthe　palm
　　　　　　　　　　　and　the　pomegranate　blossom，the　beauty　which　f1owers
　　　　　　　　　　　beneath　merciless　suns，which　expands，like　the　lotus，
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　　　　　　　　　　　under　the　skies　of　the　East．　But　there，in　the　dusk，as　she
　　　　　　　　　　　came　towards　me，she1ooked　exquisitely1ove1y，and
　　　　　　　　　　　graceful　with　the　grace　of　the　desert　gazelles　which　I　had
　　　　　　　　　　　seen　ear1ierin　the　evening．1o
　　　　In　portraying　Oriental　women，Rohmer　piles　one　favorable　superlative　upon
another；in　portraying　Orienta1men，however，he　goes　to　the　opposite　extreme．
　　　　Taken　together，these　three　earlynove1s　provide　the　essentials　ofthe　Fu　Manchu
sto町and　create　the　images　that　come　to　de五ne　Fu　Manchu．As　the　saga　of“Fu
Manchu　vs．the　West”grew　in　populari蚊，the　readi㎎public　wanted　more　of　this
classic　confrontation，but　it　would　be　almost　seventeen　years　before　Rohmer
published　the　next　insta1lmentin　the　series．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　The　Pro1血c　Decade（1931－1941）
　　　　During　the　ten　years　from1931to1941Sax　Rohmerwrote　seven　nove1s　in　the　Fu
Manchu　series．Whi1e　the　three　irstworks　take　place　in　or　near　London　and　feature
Smith　and　Petrie　and　Fu　Manchu，five　of　the　next　seven　move　from　one　foreign
location　to　the　next，thus　enhancing　the　exoticness　of　the　ta1es．　Also　in　these　books
Smith　works　with　a　number　of　di丘erent　partners　in　order　to　track　do㎜Fu　Manchu．
Here　is　a　chronological　list　of　the　novels　and　the　p1aces　where　most　of　the　action
OCCurS：
1931：
1932：
1933：
1934：
1936：
1939：
！941：
丁肋Dα〃幼炊ぴ〃〃舳肋〃
η2〃α∫尾ゲ肋〃α〃o肋
肋〃舳c肋’∫B7肋
〃8〃o〃ぴ肋〃α肌肋
P㈱〃2〃肋〃α〃c肋
〃8〃舳∫げ肋〃α肌伽
肋沁1α〃げ肋〃α肌〃
（E馴〕t）
（Persia）
（France）
（Britain）
（USA）
（Britain）
（Haiti）
In　discussing　this　group　ofnovels，I㎡ll　attempt　mainly　to　point　out　new　and　changing
images　as　well　as　fascinating　and　unusua1situations　peculiar　to　the　various　comtries．
　　　　η〃D伽g〃〃〆〃〃伽o伽di丑ers　from　the　previous　novels　in　that　it　includes
fewer　incidents　but　more　plot　development　and　a　tighter　structure．Nayland　Smith
has　been　knighted　and　is　now　known　as　Sir　Denis　Nayland　Smith．　Having
permanently　returned　to　England，he　now　works　for　Scotland　Yard．We　also1eam
that　he　is　an　Anglo－Indian，the　child　of　a　mixed　marriage．This　seems　paradoxical　in
light　of　the　fact　that　much　of　his1ife　is　spent　struggling　against　the　threat　of　Fu
Manchu　and　the　Yellow　Peril．The　term“Orient”comes　more　and　more　to　mean
both　the　Far　East　and　the　Near　East　and　all　points　in　be1ween．Fu　Manchu　al1ies
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himself㎞th　such　NearEastem　gangs　as　the　murderous　Hashishin　led　by　one　Shei㎞
a1－Jeba1．1ncluded　inhis　Ohental　a㎜yare　Dacoitsfrom　Burma，Thugsfrom1ndia，
Lamas　from　Tibet，and　Phansigars　from　Afghanistan．As　usua1，the　author
emphasizes　the　genius，however　evil，of　Fu　Manchu，who　is　now　heralded　as　the
greatest　physician　the　world　has　known．Unfortunate1y　he　on1y　uses　his　bri1liance　in
the　medical　arts　to　destroy　people，notto　heal　them．
　　　　In　one　scene，when　Smith　is　captured，Fu　Manchu　a廿empts　to　just晦himse皿by
exp1aining　his　goals　and　methods　to　the　prisoner：
　　　　　　　　　　　My　methods　are　not　your　methods．Perhaps　I　have
　　　　　　　　　　　laughed　at　your　British　scmples．Perhaps　a　day　will　come，
　　　　　　　　　　　Sir　Denis，when　you　willjoin　in　my1aughter．But，as　much
　　　　　　　　　　　as　I　have　hated　you，I　have　always　admired　your　clarity　of
　　　　　　　　　　　mind　and　your　tenacity．You　were　instrumental　in
　　　　　　　　　　　defeating　me，when　I　had　plamed　to　readjust　the　center　of
　　　　　　　　　　　world　power．　No　doubt　you　thought　me　mad－a
　　　　　　　　　　　megalomaniac．You　were　wrong．．．、I　worked　for　my
　　　　　　　　　　　country．I　saw　China　misruled，falling　into　decay；㎡th　all
　　　　　　　　　　　her　vast　resources，becoming　prey　for　carrion，I　hoped　to
　　　　　　　　　　give　China　that　place　in　the　world　to　which　her　inte1lect，
　　　　　　　　　　　indust町，and　her　ideals　entitle　her．　I　hoped　to　awaken
　　　　　　　　　　　China．My　methods，Sir　Denis，were　bad．My　motive
　　　　　　　　　　was　good．20
　　　　He　goes　on　to　stress　the　va1ue　of　his　word：“No　Mandarin　of　my　order　has　ever
willingly　broken　his　promise．”　In　addition，he　claims　to　be　remorse1ess　but
honorable　in　war．Viewed　this　way，the　sinister　Doctor　from　China　seems　to　be　not
quite　as　devilish　a　person　as　we　imagined，forhe　c1earlyhas　a　human　side批er　al1．
　　　　As　the　tit1e　indicates，Fu　Manchu　has　adaughter．Hername　is　Fah　Lo　Suee，and
she　is　the　resu1t　ofan疵air　he　had　with　a　Russian　woman．Following　in　the　footsteps
of　her　inustrious　father，Fah　Lo　Suee　hatches　a　scheme　to　bring　about　the　fall　of　the
West－acataclysmicchange　she　be1ieves　to　be　ordained　and　inevitable．Before　that，
however，she　intends　to　conquer　Russia，unite　China，and　subjugate　Japan　and
Turkey．In　this　endeavor，she　teams　up㎞th　certain　renegade　elements　in　the　Si－Fan
secret　socie1y．0verly　ambitious，she　is　soon　seen　as　a　threat　not　only　to　Smith　and
the　West　but　also　to　her　father　Fu　Manchu．He　fears　that　her　actions　will1ead　to　a
catastrophic　war，so　he　comes　out　of　retirement　to　check　his　daughter’s　madness．
Nayland　Smith丑atly　states　that　she　is血e“most　dangerous　beast　of　prey　which　this
centu町has　known．”For　the　first　time，Fu　Manchu　and　Nayland　Smith　share　the
same　goal：stop　Fah　Lo　Suee　and　her　group　from　precipitating　a　war．There　is，
however，a　chink　in　her　am1or　which　o丘ers　a　natura1check　on　her　ambitions：that　is
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her　a廿raction　to　the　narrator　of　the　story，a　scientist　named　Shan　Greville．Fah　Lo
Suee，who　resembles　an　ivory　statue　of　an　Indian　Goddess，shows　a　weakness　for　the
scientist　and　proceeds　to　save　him　when　he　is　in　danger．What　we　see　here，of
course，is　another　example　of　the　Oriental　woman　falling　for　the　Occidental　man．
This　kind　ofsudden　infatuation　is　explained　as帥ical　ofwomen　in　the　Orient．
　　　　In　T肋θ〃α∫為ρ戸戸〃〃α勿c尻〃Persia　provides　the　setting　for　the　next　adventure．
The　plot　centers　on　a　religious　revival　which　beg｛ns　in　Afghanistan　and　spreads　south．
It　is　based　on　the　be1ief　that　the　so－cal1ed“Masked　Prophet”will　be　rebom　and，
brandishing　the“Sword　of　God，”wi1l　spread　the“New　Creed”throughout　the　East．
刈1that　the　movement　needs　is　a　leader，This　is　where　Fu　Manchu　comes　in，for　he
hopes　to　make　use　ofthe　tu㎜oil（behind　the　scenes，of　course）and　create　havoc　in
that　pa竹of　the　world．He　certain1y　has　no　interest　in　the　religious　movement　per　se一
刈ong　the　way，his　daughter　also　gets　involved　in　the　complicated　plot．And，as
before，she　still　has　a1ingering　attachment　for　Greville，who　a1so　se岬es　as　the
narrator　ofthis　ta1e．Upsetwith　this　relationship，Fu　Manchu　wants　to　kil1the　object
ofhis　daughter’s　a血ection，but　he　cannot　do　so．That　is　simp1y　because　he　promised
herthatGrevillewouldcometonoha㎜，andwe㎞owthatthewordofFuManchuis
ironclad．However，that　does　not　keep　him　from　administering　such　strong　drugs　to
Grevme　that　he　becomes　the　pawn　ofFu　Manchu．The　dmgs　are　so　successful　that
Gre㎡lle　comes　to　believe　that　Fu　Manchu　is　omnipotent　and　that　his　plan　is　for　the
good　ofall　mankind．When　he　inally　recovers　from　the　drugs，he　cannot　remember
anything　that　took　place　during　the　interim．That　shows　without　a　doubt　the
extraordinaryadvancesmadebyFuManchuintheieldofphamacology，
　　　　Fu　Manchu　introduces　for　the丘rst　time　a　few　other　scienti丘c　tricks　to　confuse
and　thwart　the　powers　opposing　him，One　is　an　anesthesia　that　goes　by　the　name
“mimosapudica．”　Ithas　a　sweet　smell　and　is　o血en　mistakenforthe　scentofanower；
unfortunately，it　a1so　emits　a　deadly　vapor．Fu　Manchu　has　also　developed　the
strongest　thread　known　to　man　from　the　f1occulent　secre廿on　of　the　Theridion　spider．
This　thread，which　camot　be　broken，proves　use血1for　binding　and　strangling　people．
Another　of　his　discoveries　is“elixer　vitae，”a　secret　dmg　made　from　orchids　found
only　in　Burma，This　e1虹ir　prolongs　human　life．It　is　the　reason　that　Fu　Manchu
still　looks　and　acts　youthful，though　he　is　alrea〔1y　over　seventy－years　old．　In　order　to
make　the　fantastic　e1ements　in　his　stories　sound　as　authentic　as　possible，the　author
goes　to　great　len虹hs　to　attach　realistically　sounding　scientific　names　and　explanations
to　them．
　　　　〃〃α〃肋必〃〃θ，Rohmer’s　third　novel　ofthe1930s，takes　place　in　the　south　of
France．Since　Rohmer　had　become　extreme1y　popular　in　the　US，it　was　only　natural
that　he　at　some　point　include　an　American　character　in　his　books．This　is　the五rst
work　in　which　the　British　agent　Nay1and　Smith　teams　up　with　an　American，an
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amateur　biologist　named刈an　Ster1ing．In　his　search　for　new　species　of　orchids，
Ster1ing　visits　the　Riviera，where　he　stays　with　Dr．Petrie．At　the　request　of　the
French　government，Petrie　has　gone　to　France　to　investigate　a　new　and　unknown
pestilence　that　has　ki11ed　several　people　in　the　area．　After　conducting　a　few
experiments，Petrie　realizes，to　his　horror，that　he　has　disco▽ered　an　anomaly　of
nature：a　combination　of卿ゆo舳∫o刎2∫（the　parasites　that　cause　sleeping　sickness）
and　the〃昭〃θ肋c〃〃∫一both　working　in　pedect　harmony．This“super　plague”is
deadly　enough　to　threaten　the　whole　of　France，or　for　that　matter　even　the　entire
world．The　questions　is：W，o　is　responsib1e　for　the　sudden　appearance　of　this
ma1ignant　form　of　diseaseP　At丘rst　it　is　thought　perhaps　to　be　the　work　of　some　mad
scientist．Some　suggest　that　it　might　be　a　Red　plot　to　decimate　unfriendly　nations、
（Incidentally，this　is　the丘rst　mention　ofReds　and　communists　in　this　sehes；however，
in　Rohmer’s1ast　three　books　communism　becomes　a　powerful　force　to　be　reckoned
㎞th，both　by　Smith　and　by　Fu　Ma』1chu．）　Of　course，before1ong，it　is　obvious　that
Dr．Fu　Manchu　is　behind　this　dastardly　p1ot．Not　only　does　he　create　this　lethal
strain，but　he　also　deve1ops　a　specia1f1y　ca11ed　a“9enus－hybrid”to　carry　the　disease
farand㎞de，Withhisa㎜yofdeadlynies，heintendstodepopulatethewhiteworld．
The　only　people　who　c…m　stop　him　are　Dr．Petrie　and　two　other　scientists　who　have
the　expe㎡se　needed　to　manufacture　an　antidote，Fu　Manchu　has　no　choice　but　to
get　rid　ofthem．
　　　　The　image　of　Fu　Manchu　becomes　clearer　as　the　author刮1s　in　a　few　more　facts
about　his　background．When　he　lived　in　China，Fu　Manchu　was　a　Prince　and
administered　the　Province　of　Honan　under　the　Empress．His　pedigree　is　similar　to
that　of　the　former　mlers　of　China．It　seems　that　he　now　holds　degrees　from　four
major　universities，inc1uding　a　PhD　a■id　an　MD．In　spite　ofhis　awesome　brain，he　is
still　judged　to　be　the　super－enemy　of　a1l　that　is　clean　and　wholesome；in　shoれ，he　is
hell’s　chosen　emissary．The　factthathe　is　an　opium　addicttamisheshis　image　even
more．As　we　have　seen，Fu　Manchu　has　one　goa1，and　thatis　to　mle　the　world．But
firsthe　must　cause　confusion　and　havoc，in　orderto　make　it　easierfor　him　to　complete
this　task，This　he　begins　to　do　by　disturbing　the　major　currencies　around　the　world．
His　method　is　disturbingly　simple　but　revolutionary：f1ood　the　market　with　the
synthetic　gold　that　he　and　his　scientists　have　leamed　how　to　make，In　spite　of
occasional　setbacks，Fu　Manchu　has　comp1ete　con丘dence　that　his　war　on　the　world
wi11eventually　succeed．　He　boasts　that　he　can　be　checked　but　never　stopped．　The
“NewWorld”㎞11be　re㎡talized　by　the“Soul　ofthe　East、”While　the　West　expends
many　resources　on　building　machines，the　East　continues　to　grow　in　spirit．And　it　is
that　spirit，along　with　his　genius，which　wi1l　make　the　d血erence　in　the　final　battle．
The　spiritualEastcanandwillovercomethematerialisticWest．
　　　　In　the　realm　of　new　and　dead1y　weapons，Fu　Manchu　surprises　and　scares　his
enemies　by　utilizing　a“worm－man．”That　refers　to　a　kind　of　monster　bred　in　an
incubator－a　programmed　assassin　with“moist　glistening　limbs．”　Needless　to　say，
this　is　bizarre，to　put　it　mi1d1y，even　by　Sax　Rohmer　s七mdards．
　　　　Fu　Manchu　deplores　the　Western　attitude　toward　women．‘‘Your　Western
progress，”he　te11s　Sterling，“has　resulted　in　the　folly　ofwomen丘nding　a　p1ace　in　the
councils　of　state．That　myth　you　call‘chivalW’has　tied　your　hands　and　stricken　you
mute．In　the　China　to　which　I　belong－a　Chinawhich　is　not　dead　but　on1y　sleeping－
we　use　older　simp1er，methods．、．．We　have〃肋∫．．．．”21To　his　mind，awoman　isgood
for　one　thing：bearing　children，preferably　sons．From　the　previous　works　we　know
that　he　has　a　daughter　named　Fah　Lo　Suee．What　he　wants　most，however，is　a　sor■．
To　produce　the　best　son　possib1e，Fu　Manchu　carefully　chooses　a　woman　who　he
hopes㎡ll　give　him　an　heir．Her　name　is　Fleurette　and　she　is　ha肚一Arab．She　was
taken　from　her　family　at　a　young　age　and　was　raised　and　educated　according　to　very
exacting　standards，for　the　express　pu叩ose　of　marrying　Fu　Manchu　and　bearing　his
chi1dren．（Hence，the　tit1e　ofthis　nove1．）　As　expected，she　is　uncommonly　beaut血11；
moreover，she　speaks　seven1anguages　without　a　trace　of　a　accent．But　she　does
have　one　weakness：she　prefers　Westem　men，and　in　this　case　she　fa11s　in　love　with
A1an　Ster1ing．　Since　she　has　been　brainwashed　and　hypnotized　by　Fu　Manchu，she
finds　it　difficu1t　to　betray　him；however，in　the　end　she　breaks　loose　from　his
psychological　grip　and　helps　Sterling，Petrie，and　Smith　in　their　ight　against　Fu
Manchu　and　his　gang　from　the　East，As　so　often　happens　in　these　nove1s，the
Westemmanprovesirresis廿bletothe　Orientalwoman．
　　　　In　T腕2T70〃ρブF〃〃α〃肋〃，the　evil　doctor　returns　to　England　a血er　a　long
absence．There　his　nefarious　deeds　capture　the　attention　of　Smith，Ster1ing，Petrie，
and　others，as　the　ba廿1e　be耐een　East　and　West　rages　on．What　stands　out　in　this
vo1ume　ofthe　series　is　Fu　Manchu’s　abili蚊to　project　aforce　strong　enough　to　change
a　person’s　way　of　thinking．A1so　he　can　put　people　in　a　trance　or　hypnotize　them　so
deeply　that　they　willingly　and　who1eheartedly　fonow　his　commands．Fleurette，
whom　we　met　in　the　previous　stoη，has　fallen　back　into　the　hands　of　Fu　Manchu．
His　mental　control　over　her　is　now　complete．She　forgets　her　past　and　comes　t0
believe　that　a　world　dominated　by　him　wi1l　be　a　world㎞th　no　misunderstanding，no
strife，and　no　ugliness．　As　soon　as　Ster1ing　leams　she　is　under　the　spen　of　Fu
Manchu，he　immediate1y　rushes　to　her　rescue，only　to　be　taken　prisoner　himself．
刈though　he　does　not　undergo　hypnotism，he　succumbs　to　Fu　Manchu’s　charms．
When　he　is　summoned　for　interrogation，he　camot　fail　to　be　impressed　with　what　he
SeeS：
　　　　　　　　　　　The　brow　was　even　finer　than　the　traditional　portraits　of
　　　　　　　　　　　Shakespeare，crowned　with　scanty，neutral　co1oured　hair．
　　　　　　　　　　　The　face　of　the　white－clad　man　was　a　wonderful　face，and
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　　　　　　　　　　might　once　have　been　beautiful．It　was　that　of　a　man　of
　　　　　　　　　　indeterminable　age，heavily　lined，but　lighted　by　a　pair　of
　　　　　　　　　　such　long，narrow，brilliant　green　eyes　that　one’s　thoughts
　　　　　　　　　　刊ashed　to　Satan　Luc1fer，Son　ofthe　Mommg　an　ange1，but
　　　　　　　　　　a　fanen　angel．22
Even　Dr．Pethe，who　has　been　stmggling　against　Fu　Manchu　for　more　than　a　decade，
finds　himse1f　questioning　his　own　ideals　and　the　standards　which　he　has　long　held．
“Definitely，the　world　was　aw町，”he　says　to　himself、“Perhaps　it　was　possible　that
this　amazing　man－for　that　he　was　an　outstanding　genius，none　could　deny－had　a
plan　to　adjust　the　scheme　of　things‘nearer　to　the　heaけ’s　desire．”’23Fu　Manchu’s
mental　powers　can　conveれthe　strongest　ofmen．
　　　　Once　the　spell　is　broken，by　dmgs　or　other　means，the　reali蚊ofFu　Manchu　and
the　evi1he　represents　retums　as　strong　as　ever．Again　he　is　the“Devil’s　agent　on
earth”；he　is　the“greatest　menace　to　the　peace　of　the　world　who　has　come　on　earth
since　the　days　ofAttila　the　Hun”；and　he　is　a　superman　with　a“greatmind　unbomd　by
laws　of　man．”But，quite　clearly，he　is“勿of　a　norma1man．”With　the　European
po1ice　chasing　him　wherever　he　goes，he　fee1s1ike　a“comered　rat”and　is　showing
signs　of　desperation．This　is　a　situation　that　is　unusual　for　him　to　be　caught　in．
Some　of　his　enemies　are　even　predicting　that“the　reign　of　Mandarin　Fu　Manchu　is
drawing　to　a　c1ose．”　0fcourse，things　are　not　quite　that　simple．For　the　time　being，
he　is　forced　to　retum　to　his　old　hverside　haunts　in　London’s　Chinatown，in　order　to
丘nd　a　safe　p1ace　to　hide．And，to　make　matters　worse，he　and　his　group　are　beset
with血nancial　problems，for　he　is丘nding　it　much　more　di価cult　than　in　the　pastto　raise
su血cient　amounts　of　money　to　fund　his　various　operations．Being　resourceful，he
uses　his　scientific　know－how　to　tum　out　synthetic　go1d．　However，there　is　one
problem：how　to　conve1111arge　amounts　of　gold　into　cash．For　that，he　needs　the
assistance　of　a　powerful　banker．His　daughter，Fah　Lo　Suee，helps　him　in　this
endeavorbyusi㎎hersexualcha㎜stoconvinceoneofthemostprominentbankers
in　Britain　to　join　them　in　this　illega1scheme，A1though　Fu　Manchu　is　temporarily
down　and　out，it　is　inevitable　that　he　will　bounce　back　and　resume　his　e廿orts　to　topp1e
theWest．
　　　　Wehave　seenFuManchudesc㎡bedasak1ndofmaniacbecauseofthegrandiose
dreams　he　has　of　ruling　the　world．And　in　most　situations，he　never1oses　his
composure；instead，he　remains　calm　and　assured　in　traditional　Oriental　fashion．In
this　novel，however，we　see　the　other，darker　side　of　Fu　Manchu－the　side　that　is　as
revolting　as　it　is　ten｛蚊ing．When　Smith　and　his　comrades　escape　and　thus　min　one
ofFu　Manchu’s　mostcarefu11y1aid　p1ots，the　evil　doctorlitera1lygoes　mad：
　　　　　　　　　　　［Heコstood　upon　the　stairs，his　clenched　fists　raised　above
　　　　　　　　　　　hishead，hisfacethatofonepossessedofdevils．Awave
　　　　　　　　　　　　ofmadness，b1ood1ust，the　ecstasy　ofsweeping　his　enemies
　　　　　　　　　　　from　his　path，ruled　him．Thatgreatbrain　rocked　upon　its
　　　　　　　　　　　　aged　throne．24
Here　is　an　example　of　the“crazed　Oriental，”which　contrasts　with　the　rational　and
unf1appab1e　Nayland　Smith．In　fact，Smith　is　so　levelheaded　that　he　can　easi1y　def1ect
the　romantic　enticements　of　Fah　Lo　Suee．In　one　ofthe　most　ironic　developments　in
the　story，Fu　Manchu’s　daughter　fa11s　in　love　with　his　mo他1enemy，but　the　love　is
never　reciprocated．The　ever－cautious　Smith　is　too　smart　to　fall　into　that　trap．No
matter　how　strongly　she　proclaims　her1ove　forhim，he㎞ows　from　expehence　that
the　women　workingforFu　Manchu　can　neverbe舳1y　trusted　or　understood．
　　　　P㈱肋〃肋〃o舳肋differs　from　most　of　the　other　nove1s　in　that　it　shows　Fu
Manchu　pursuing　a　de丘nite　goal：the　Presidency　ofthe　United　States．It　is　the　mid－
1930s　and　America，still　in　the　midst　ofthe　Depression，is　gearing　up　for　a　Presidential
election．The　two　candidates　are　Orwin　Prescott　and　Haπey　Bragg，the　former
representing　liberalism　and　the　la肚er　fascism．If　e1ected，Bragg　promises　to　provide
jobs　for　everyone　and　insta11a　dictatorship．In　spite　of　his　demagoguery，his
campaignis　doi㎎wel1，thanks　in　large　pa巾othe　eno㎜ous丘nancialresourceshe
has　at　his　disposal，The　source　ofthis　money　is　Fu　Manchu．0ne　ofhis　agents，an
Italian　immigrant　named　Paul　Sa1va1etti，has　managed　to　work　his　way　into　the　Bragg
camp　and　become　the　candidate’s　indispensable　secreta町．Fu　Manchu　has　devised　a
deceptively　simp1e　plan：discredit　Prescott，kil1Bragg，and　insta11SaIvaletti　as　the　next
President．In　order　to　prevent　such　a　disasterfrom　occurring，Nayland　Smith　goes　to
the　US，where　he　is　given　the　title“Federal　Agent56”and　granted　almost　unlimited
powers．刈ong　with　his　American　partner，Secret　Sen汽ce　AgentJames　Richet，Smith
is　ab1e　to　expose　and　bring　the　conspiracy　to　an　end．
　　　　To　carry　out　such　a　bold　attempt　requires　maste血11preparation　on　the　part　ofFu
Manchu．Of　course，he　can　cal1on　the　selvices　and　resources　of　the　Si－Fan．This
group，ofwhich　Fu　Manchu　is　by　nowthe　undisputed　leader，contro1s　or　is　invo1ved　in
the　affairs　of　a1most　all　the　colored　races　of　the　wor1d．Even　the　dreaded“B1ack
Dragon　Society　ofJapa■i”is　nothing　more　than　a　minor　offshoot　of　the　Si－Fan．25To
ensure　success，Fu　en1ists　the　he1p　of　an　organization　that　is　the“most　high1y　e岱cient
underworld　which　civilization　has　yet　produced．”Though　the　organization　remains
umamed，it　would　seem　to　be　referring　to　the　M痂a．In　the　past　Fu　Manchu　never
had　to　rely　on　such　an　outside　group，but　he　decides　to　p1ay　it　s㎡e　this　time，because
the　stakes　are　so　high－control　ofthe　United　States．As　for　money，Fu　Manchu　has
lots　ofit，a1though　much　ofit　is　counte㎡eit．Nowthat　he　can　make　s〕mthetic　go1d，he
is　using　his　almost　unlimited　wealth　to　buy　control　ofthe　US，And　it　is　thatfake　gold
that　is　responsib1e　for　the　world’s　economic　di冊cu1ties．In　other　words，Fu　Manchu
causedtheDepression！
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　　　　Whatis　Fu　Manchu’s　keyto　success　in　crime　on　aglobal　scaleP　First，he　has　the
experience　ofan　unimaginabIy　long　life．　（Remember　that　he　possesses　an　elixir　that
can　prolong　life　indefinitely．）　Second，he　maintains　an　arsenal　of　letha1weapons
unique　in　the　wor1d，　And　third，he　has　at　his　disposa1forces　no　one　else　has　ever
had．His　grand　strategy　is　so　bold　and　so　unique　that　it　leads　some　to　view　Fu
Manchu　as　a　person　who　exists　on　a1eve1ordinary　people　camot　understand；
moreover，they　see　him　as　above　good　or　evi1．With　such　an　ethereal　existence，he
becomes　many　times　more　dangerous　to　the　world．In　some　of　his　dec1arations，he
sounds　quite　rational：
　　　　　　　　　　　刈ways　I　have　dreamed　ofa　sane　world，yet　men　have　called
　　　　　　　　　　　me　mad；of　a　world　in　which　war　should　be　impossible，
　　　　　　　　　　　disease　eliminated，ove叩opulation　checked，labor　found　for
　　　　　　　　　　　all　willing　hands－a　world　of　peace．蝸
　　　　For　the　most　paれ，the　plot　of　this　novel　deals　with　Americans　and　American
society．But　the　mysterious　East　still　receives　some　a廿ention，a1though　it　is　toned
downsomewhatwhencompared帆hearlierworks．TheYellowPeri1，boththetem
and　the　concept，appears　only　infrequent1y　in　the　story．　Perhaps　because　of　world
politics　at　the　time，the　Chinese　are　not　the　targets　of　invective；on　the　contrary，they
seem　fairly　normal．“The　Chinaman　is　a1aw－abiding　citizen．His　laws　may　be
different　from　those　of　the　Westem　world，but　to　his　own　codes　he　conforms
religious1y．”27We　are　told　that　Chinamen，and　other　Asiatics　as　well，are　stoical　by
nature，accepting　things　as　they　are．　That　they　are　cunning　is　also　pointed　out，　But
generally　they　mind　their　own　business　and　do　not　get　invo1ved　in　matters　that　do　not
concem　them．This　makes　it　di術cult　for　the　police　to　conduct　any　kind　of　e価ective
investigation　in　New　York’s　Chinatown，which　is　where　Fu　Manchu’s　American
headqua竹ersarelocated．Earlyon，theWestem　agentspursuingFu　Manchurealize
thatit　is　not　at　a1l　easyforthem　to　understand　the　motives　and　methods　ofAsians，and
they　conc1ude　that　the　onlyway　aWestemer　can　fully　comprehend　what　anAsian　is
thinking　or　doing　is　to　deve1op　a　specia1sense－one　that　can　only　be　gained　after
living　and　working　for　long　periods　in　the　East．
　　　　There　are　two　other　images　in　P燗〃2〃肋〃α肌肋that　are　interesting　enough
to　be　pointed　out．One　is　the　scholarly　persona　ofFu　Manchu．We　already　know
that　he　is　bri1liant，received　degrees　from　top　universities，holds　world－class
qualiications　in　a　number　omelds，and　speaks　all　the　major　laI1guages．In　addition，
no　matter　where　he　sets　up　his　headquarters，he　a1ways　surrounds　himse1f　with
shelves　and　shelves　of　books　written　in　a　variety　of　languages．　He　is　always
accumulating　more　know1edge，for　his　is　an　inquiring　mind．The　second　image　is
re1ated　to　Nay1and　Smith－a　man　with　su笛cient　insight　and　experience　to　compete，
more　or　less　successfu1ly，with　Fu　Manchu．In　eva1uating　his　nemesis，Fu　Manchu
admits　that　Smith　has　remarkable　intuition　and　can　can　on　his　powers　of　pure
reasoning．He　goes　as　far　as　to　claim　that　Smith　is　one　ofthe　seven五rst－c1ass　brains
of　the　white　race．In　Fu　Manchu’s　opinion，their　association　has　never　been
dishonorable．Whatmakes　Smith　particu1arly　e舐ective　against　Fu　Manchu　is　the　fact
that　he　is　one　of　the　few　men　who　can　look　Fu　in　the　eyes　and　not　be　hypnotized．
This　is　a　direct　result　ofhis　character，which　is　one　ofse肚一abnegation．
　　　　In　one　of　the　most　bizarre　endings　imaginable，Fu　Manchu　escapes　from　Smith
and　the　police　by　going　over　Niagara　Falls．刈though　almost　any　otherperson　wou1d
die　from　such　a　jump，we　cannot　be　certain　that　the　same　thing　ho1ds　tme　for　Fu
Manchu，for　he　is　able　to　extricate　himse1f　from　the　most　impossib1e　predicaments．
Asmentionedearlier，heisnotno㎜a1byanystretchoftheimagination．
　　　　τ肋D〃刎∫〆F〃〃α肌肋was　published　right　before　the　start　of　the　Second
Wor1dWar．舳ho㎎h　obviouslyaworkof丘ction，the　storydoestouchindirectly　on
the　actual　po1itica1situation　in　Europe　at　the　time．There　are，we　are　told，men，
肚een　in　number，who　could　and　would　start　awar．And，in　an　interesting　reversal　of
roles，Fu　Manchu，who　is　now　back　in　London，devises　a　p1an　to　insure　peace　by
assassinatingthisentiregroupofpotentia1wa㎜o㎎ers．Hewantstopreventuseless
wars，like　those　raging　in　China　and　Spain；furthermore，he　wants　Nayland　Smith　to
join　him　in　his　cmsade．Such　an　a1liance　proves　impossib1e，for　Smith　camot　agree
to　participate　in　vigilante　acts　and　thus　break　the　law．So　Fu　Manchu　and　his　secret
society，the　Si－Fan，begin　to　car］7out　the　murders　themse1ves－a　mission　for　which
they　are　imminently　qualiied．Since　our1ast　encomter　with　the　Si－Fan，it　has　grown
in　power　and　inf1uence　under　the　leadership　of　Fu　Manchu．It　is　now　stronger　and
more　formidab1e　than　even　the　Catho1ic　Church．The　main　cast　of　characters
inc1udes：Fu　Manchu　and　the　Si－Fan；Smith　and　his　partner，a　free－lance　witer　named
Bart　Kan旭an；and　severa1a廿ractive　women　of　exotic　origin　who　inevitably　fa1l　for　the
young　and　charming　Kanづgan，
　　　　In　this　book，Fu　Manchu’s　new　weapons　and　scien価c　breakthroughs　are　even
more　fantastic（and　unbelievable）than　usual．Among　the　weapons　he　employs　is
one　called　the“Green　Death，”which　is　a　poison　that　can　be　attached　to　a　telephone
handset．　He　has　also　devised　a　way　of　contacting　people　by　sending　secret
transmissions　through　the　TV．Equally　invasive　is　his　ability　to　read　another
person’s　mind　and　thus　know　in　advance　what　he　or　she　is　thinking．Then　things
really　getbizarre．In　his　search　for　more　e丘ective　assassins，Fu　Manchu　creates　the
smal1est　and　most　malignant　human　being　ever：a　fi血een－inch　black　dwarfwhose　eyes
resemble　those　of　a　rabid　dog．For　a　deranged　genius　like　Fu　Manchu，nothing
seems　to　be　beyond　the　realm　ofpossibility．He　knows　howto　reincamate　people；he
can　help　them　cross　the　bridge　between　death　and　life．When　people　who　were　once
dead　reappear，it　is　as　if“a　corpse　is　moving　among　the　living．”　One　of　the　zombies
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he　brings　back　to1ife　is　none　other　than　his　daughter　Fah　Lo　Suee，who　was　thought
to　have　died　years　before．With　these　and　other　devices，this　greatest　of　scientists
continues　toi1ing　for　the　destruchon　ofhis　many　enemies．
　　　　In　spite　of　an　unsatis蚊ing　plot丘11ed　with　various　elements　from　science丘ction，
〃召D閉㈱ぴ肋〃o肌肋does　o丘er　a　few　kemels　of　enlightenment．For　examp1e，
Fu　Manchu　assures　Smith　that　the　West　has　too　high　a　regard　for　itse1f，It　is
nonsense　to　believe，as　the　West　does，that　older　civilizations　can　benefit　from
Western　cu1ture，For　a11its　achievements，Westem　technology　has　on1y　increased
the　destructiveness　of　wars．Furthermore，Fu　Manchu　makes　it　clear　that　the
“danger　to　China　lies　not　within　her　borders，but　outside、”　But　he　insists　that　China
can　take　care　ofherse肚and　she　wi11“absorb　the　fools　who　intmde　upon　her　suばace　as
the　pitcher　p1ant　absorbs　iies．”　China　will　arise　again，and　he　intends　to　contribute
to　that　goal．With　such　remarks，he　adopts　the　guise　of　a　Chinese　patriot．Of
course，this　stands　to　reason　when　we　consider　the　critical　situation　China　found　itself
in近er　being　invaded　by　Japan　in　the1930s．In　this　work，at1east，the　image　of
China　receives　a　positive　boost．
　　　　In〃θ〃α〃〆肋〃舳o肋，the1ast　volume　of　the　middle　period，Sax　Rohmer
po竹rays　Fu　Manchu　in　much　harsher　terms　than　in　the　several　preceding　works．
Nayland　Smith　and　Bart　Karrigan　are　again　on　the　trail　of　Fu　Manchu－a　trai1that
leads　them　from　London　to　New　York　and　then　on　to　the　Panama　Cana1Zone’and
Haiti．The　year　is1941．A1though　war　is　raging　in　Europe，the　United　States　has
not　yet　joined　the　Westem　al1ies　in　their　baωe　against　the　fascist　powers．0n　the
AmericaI1side　oftheAt1antic，thingsare　stillpeacefulforthe　timebeing．Fu　Manchu
has　built　a　secret　submarine　base　on　the　coast　of　Haiti　in　the　Caribbean．His　goal　is
to　bo肚1e　up　the　entire　US　naval　f1eet　and　thus　make　it　ine並ective　as　a　fighting　force，
should　the　Americans　ever　decide　to　participate　in　the　war．　However，through　a
series　of　clever　maneuvers，Smith　and　Karrigan　succeed　in　spoiling　Fu　Manchu’s
grandiose　plan　to　weaken　the　US　militarily．
　　　　TheimageofFuManchureveれsbacktoitsohginalfo㎜、Firstofa1l，theissue
ofrace　is　emphasized　again．Asfortheyellowrace，wearewamed　thatinthe　person
ofFu　Manchu“an　ever　greater　menace，one　which　threatens　the　entire　white　race，is
closing　around　the　American　continent．”While　the　countries　in　the　West　ight
amongthemselves，Fu　Manchu　mere1ybidesh1s　time，waitinguntil　theWestdestroys
itself．　Then　he　wi11act　to　restore　the1ost　grandeur　of　China，for　he1］olds　the　keys
that　un1ock　the　heart　of　the　East．　To　borrow　his　poetic　expression：‘The　red　dusk　of
the　West　wi11have　fal1en，and　the　golden　dawn　of　the　East　wi11come．”With　such
ambi行ons，Fu　Manchu　is　seen　as　a“Chinese　devil”who　represents　a　greater　threat
than　Hitler．What　sets　Fu　Manchu　apart　from　other　evil　beings　is　his　fearsome
arsenal．Fuれhe㎜ore，toaidhisworkinHaiti，heassemblesanamyofzombiesand
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pygmies　to　he1p　destroy　his　enemies．And　since　he　is　in　Haiti，it　is　inevitable　that　he
make　use　ofvoodoo　to　frighten　the　local　people　into　submission．In　this　sto町，as　in
the　others，Fu　Manchu　utilizes　beautiful　female　agents　who　are　Orienta1or　who　at
least1ook　Oriental．Since　they　are　his　slaves，they　fear　him，but　at　the　same　time
respect　him．What　causes　their　fall　from　grace　is　their　inevitab1e　attraction　to
Westem　men．Itis　thisimage　ofOhentalwomenasforbiddenfruitthatpe㎜eates
all　the　books　in　the　series．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　The　Late　Period　（1948－1959）
　　　　During　the　inal　ten　years　or　so　of　his　life，Sax　Rohmer　wrote　three　novels　and
four　short　stories　that　feature　Fu　Manchu　and　his　English　opponent　Nayland　Smith．I
do　not　intend　to　touch　on　the　short　stories，for　they　are　little　more　than　footnotes　to
the　origina1series　and　present　nothing　new　in　the　way　of　images．The　three　nove1s
are：∫肋6o〃げ肋〃伽伽（1948），肋一肋肋〃肋〃肋o伽（1957），and肋〃07
〃肋肌肋（1959）．Written　in　a　period　when　communism　was　perceived　as　the
major　threat　to　the　West，the　stories　could　not　ignore　the　existence　of　this　new
ideology　and　political　force　on　the　world　scene．As　a　result，the　confrontation　is　no
lo㎎erjustbe肺een　EastandWest；nowitisbe㎞een　EastandWestandcommunism．
As　a　resu1t　of　this　new　focus，the　classic　ba廿1e　be肺een　Fu　Manchu　and　Smith1oses
some　of　it　original　pmch．0n　the　other　hand，by　adding　this　new　element，the
stories　more血11y　depictthe　atmosphere　ofthe　times．
　　　　The　basic　plot　of∫肋6oωぴ〃〃α肌肋is　simi1ar　to　that　found　in　many　popu1ar
spy　nove1s　of　the1940s　and1950s　dealing　with　the　US－USSR　and　their　riva1ry　in
weapon　development，In1948，when　this　story　takes　place，high　o舖cials　in　Britain
and　the　US　leam，to　their　great　dismay，that　the　Huston　Research　Institute　in　New
York　Ci蚊has　almost　completed　work　on　a　new　invention　that　can　protect　a　country
from　any　kind　of　aerial　attack．This　revolutionary　device，which　is　actua11y　a
“transmuter，”taps　the　great　belt　of　ultraviolet　rays　that　envelops　the　earth　a　hundred
miles　abovetheionosphere．Withthistechnology，acountWcould　stopprojectilesof
any　kind　from　entering　the　earth’s　atmosphere　over　a　certain　area．That　is　to　say，it
could　foil　an　atomic　a廿ack－a　major　fear　during　the　Cold　War　years．2呂In　addition，
the“transmuter”generates　an　inexhaustible　supp1y　of　energy　far　superior　to　that
available　in　atomic　reactions．It　generates　enough　power，in　fact，to　blowthe　world　t0
bits．New　York　Ci蚊becomes　a　hotbed　of　spies　and　counterspies，as　the　US　and　the
Soviet　Union　compete　to　take　possession　of　the　weapon．But　Nayland　Smith，a二肚er
receiving　a　disturbing　report　that　Fu　Manchu　also　has　his　sights　on　it，heads　for
Americato　assistthe　FBI　in　preventing　such　a　thingfrom　happening．
　　　　In　spite　ofhis　best　efforts，Smith　fails　in　his　mission．And，for　the　first　time，Fu
Manchu　defeats　his　persistent　pursuer．But　things　are　not　what　they　seem，for　Fu
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Manchuwantsthe“transmuter”onlyinordertodestroyit．1ntheend，heteminates
development　of　the　weapon　by　se廿ing五re　to　the1aboratory　and　stea1ing　all　copies　of
the　b1ueprints．His　seemingly　incomprehensible　behavior　has　its　reasons．He
explainshis　motives　to　Smith：
　　　　　　　　　　　My　m三ssion　is　to　save　the　world　from　the1eprosy　of
　　　　　　　　　　　Communism．　Only　I　can　do　this．And　I　do　it，not
　　　　　　　　　　　because　of　any1ove　I　have　for　the　American　people，but
　　　　　　　　　　　because　if　the　United　States　fall，the　who1e　worId　falls．In
　　　　　　　　　　　this　task，Sir　Denis，I　shall　brook　no　inteばerence．鵬
From　one　of　his　sources，Fu　Manchu1eams　that　the　Huston　Research　Institute　is
being　secretly　funded　by　Soviet　money　and　is　heavily　in刮trated　by　Soviet　agents．He
has　to　act．By　keeping　the　device　out　ofthe　hands　of　the　Communists，Fu　Manchu，
ina　strange肺istoffate，savestheWest－the　sameWestthathe　has　been　struggling
fordecadesto　destroy－andgivestheworldafewmoreyearsofuneasypeace．With
thisepisodeweseeacompletetransfo㎜ationoftheimageofFuManchu廿omvillain
to　savior．Whi1e　he　is　sti1l　considered　an　evil　genius，he　is　now　one　who　from　time　to
time　does　some　good．As　a　result，the　story　contains　little　racial　slander，
　　　　A1though　this　book　is　based　on　the　politics　of　the　period，the　author　does　not
forget　to　include　those“Fu　Manchuesque”touches　that　his　readers　come　to　expect．
For　example，there　is　a　new　creature　ca11ed“M’goyna，”which　Fu　Manchu　created　in
his　Cairo1aborato町．It　resembles　a“dreadfu1loo㎞ng　man，”but　in　rea1ity　it　is　not　a
man　but　a　zombie　that　can　c1imb　like　an　ape　and　carW　out　difficu1t　assignments，
pa｛cu1arly　in　the　ta1l　buildings　of　New　York．A1so　introduced　is　a　crystal　that　Fu
Manchu　uses　to　communicate　with　his　collaborators．Rohmer　a1so　weaves　a
romance　into　the　plot．However，there　is　one　difference　this　time：the　woman　does
not　have　an　Oriental　background；instead，she　is　a　Caucasian　from　Britain　who　also
happens　to　be　a　spy．Whi1e　useful（and　perhaps　necessary）for　plot　development，
the　romance　itse1f　does　not　have　the　forbidden　exotic　tinge　of　those　mentioned　in　the
other　novels．
　　　　It　was　about　ten　years　later，in1957，that地一亙〃θ7ア〃〃伽c〃was　published．
Like　the　previous　novel，this　one　centers　on　the　military　competition　during　the　Cold
WarbetweenAmericaandthe　SovietUnion．The　plotitse肚isquite　complicated，due
mainly　to　the　confusing　cast　of　characters：there　are　spies，comterspies，traitors，and
assorted　others，several　ofwhom　even　have　doub1es．It　is　almost　as　ifthe　author　felt
he　had　to　keep　coming　up㎞th　more　tricks　in　order　to　sustain　the　reader’s　interest．
In　brief，what　happens　is　as　fo1lows：with　the　help　of　a　famous　Russian　scientist，Fu
Mmchu　has　devised　a　system　to　intercept　incoming　missi1es　by　blankedng　the　earth
with　a　specia1kind　of“sound　zone．”　（Needless　to　say，this　de㎡ce　is　simi1ar　to　the
one　mentioned　in∫肋∂oω〆肋〃o肌肋．）　The　balance　of　world　power　win　shift
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dramatical1y　should　either　of　the　supe叩owers　get　hold　of　it．As　always，Fu　Manchu
has　put　together　a　many－layer　plan　to　fuれher　his　own　agenda．While　appearing　to
conspire　with　the　Russian　communists　to　cause　the　accidenta1death　ofthe　American
President，he　is　secret1y　planning　to　tum　over　the“sound　zone”system　to　the　US．
Since　the　USwm出en　enjoycomplete　immuni蚊from　reta1iation，Fu　Manchu　assumes
that　the　Reds　will　soon　be　blasted　into　submission　or　unconditional　surrender．At
that　point，the　vast　underground　movement　in　the　East　that　he　has　so　ski肚111y　put
together　will　seize　power．As　a　result，he　and　the　Si－Fan　will　be　in　abso1ute　control　of
the　Near　and　Far　East．Through　the　timely　inteπention　of　Smith　and　the　FBI，the
plot　falls　apart；Fu　Manchu　escapes，and　the　new　weapon　system　is　accidentally
destroyed．
　　　　As　one　would　expect　in　the　anti－communist　days　of　the　late1950s，Fu　Manchu
considers　the　Communists，both　Soviet　and　Chinese，to　be　his　number　one　enemy．No
1onger　is　he　obsessed　on1y　with　subverti㎎the　West．Yet　he　continues　to　build　up
the　Si－Fan　until　its　strength　is　second　only　to　that　ofthe　Communists，For　reasons　of
expediency，he　temporary　allies　himselfwith　the　Communists；however，he　intends　at
some　point　to　tum　against　them，cha1lenge　their　dominance，and　then　topple　them．
Here　in　his　own　words　is　how　he　exhorts　his　followers　to　expel　the　Communists　from
his　native　land　of　China：“Lull　the　enemy［the　Communists1into　a　state　of　false
security．Wait！Wait　for　my　word！Then－but　not　until　then－strike，all　my
millions　together．And　at　last　China，our　China，will　lie　like　a　choice　pearl　in　my
hand！”30His　ambition　seems　to　know　no　limits．In　car町ing　out　his　goals，Fu
Manchu　will　do　whatever　is　necessary，regardless　of　the　ethics　invo1ved．Nayland
Smith　goes　as　far　as　to　say　that　Hitler　and　Stalin　were　babes　and　sucklings　compared
to　Fu　Manchu．
　　　　To　add　a　touch　ofexoticism，the　author　uses　Cairo　as　the1ocation　for　the血rst　half
of　the　book　and　he　includes　a　romantic　relationship　between　an　Oriental　woman　and
an　Occidental　man．As　she　is　a　slave　of　Fu　Manchu，she　is　by　nature　seductive　and
mysterious　and　treacherous．　0n　the　other　hand，the　man　is　innocent　and　tmsting
and　vulnerable．Aithough　such　romances　tend　to　end　successfully，the　contrast
be耐eenthe肺o　people　could　notbe　clearer：Eastemers　arethatway　amdWestemers
are　this　way．
　　　　E吻μ70グ〃〃α肌肋，the　final　volume　in　the　series，is　unique　in　that　the　author
sets　the　sto正y　in　China－the　one　and　only　adventure　of　the　evil　Chinese　doctor　to
actually　take　place　in　his　own　country．The　story　itse廿is　a　combination　ofspy－thriller
and　science丘ction．　As　deschbed　in　this　novel，China　in1959is　languishing　under
Communist　mle．It　is　a　police　state　with　no　personal　freedoms，a　place　where　the
people　are　continuously　injected　with　Communist　poison；moreover，the　doctrines　of
the　mlingpa11yseemto　tum　ordinarymen　into　sadists．The　govemmentshows　how
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wicked　it　is　by　cu1tivating　opium　on　a　large　scale　and　by　beheading　certain　kinds　of
criminals．According　to　Fu　Manchu，the　Communists　are“unclean　creatures’’who
㎞ll　not　be　able　to　hold　on　to　China，and　their　be1iefin　Ma豚and　Lenin　is　nothing　but
“childish　nonsense．”Now　that　Fu　Manchu　is　back　in　China，he　is　working　and
plotting　against“the　gang　of　impudent　imposters　who　seek　to　create　a　communist
world．”He　does　this　whi1e　ostensibly　cooperating桃h　them．To　those　who㎞ow
him，hisgoa1isclear：tocmshthevulgarCommunistsandrestoreChinatoitsfo㎜er
glory，led　by　none　otherthan“Emperor　Fu　Manchu．”By　rooting　outthe　communist
malignancy，he　feels　that　he　wi1l　be　saving　civilization　and　doing　a　good　deed　for　the
entire　world．
　　　　Fu　Manchu　is1iving　in　his　foれress　base　deep　in　Szechuan　Province，from　where
he　and　his　Si－Fan　organization　can7out　their　operations．When　he　discovers　a　germ
wadare　p1ant　in　a　remote　area，he　mobilizes　his　forces　in　order　to　take　control　of　it，for
the　place　is　secretly　being　mn　by　the　Soviets　for　their　own　pu叩oses．Nayland　Smith
is　also　in　China　to　investigate　reports　of　the　dangerous　plant　and　at　the　same　time　to
hunt　for　Fu　Manchu，whom　he　suspects　of　fomenting　trouble　there．What　is　most
bizarre　is　the　fact　that　Smith　travels　around　the　countW，t町ing　to　pass　himse1fo丑as　a
Chinese　monk．0f　course，the　image　presented　is　that　of　a　man　who　can　fit　in
anywhere，thanks　in　large　part　to　his　quick　wits　and　superior　intelligence．　In　a
ce血insense，heistheWestemversionofFuManchubutwithouttheevile1ements．
　　　　Both　Smith　and　Fu　Manchu　have　their　sights　set　on　the　germ　warfare　plant．
Since　they　seem　to　be　pursuing　the　same　objective，Fu　Manchu　suggests　that　they
work　together，destroy　the　plant，and　then　go　on　to　bring　down　the　Communists．
Here　is　paれoftheir　conversation：
　　　　“I　hope，”Fu　said，“to　make　you　mderstand　that　it　is
my　methods　and　not　my　ideals　against　which　you　have
fought，without　notable　success，for　many　years．In
England，I　agree，those　methods　were　unusual．In
consequence，your　Scotland　Yard　branded　me　as　a　common
crimina1．My　political　aims　were　described　as　The　Ye1low
Pehl’！”
　　　　“Was　Scotland　Yard　wrong～’’
COOlly．
Nayland　Smith　asked，
　　　“Sometimes　your　persistent　and　insufferable
misunderstanding　rouses　my　anger，”he　rep1ied．‘This　is
bad－for　both．　You　are　pedectly　aware　that　the　Si－Fan　is
intemaHona1．Ridding　China　of　Communism　is　one　of　its
　　　　　　　　　　　objectives－yes．　But　ridding肋2ω07〃of　this　Russian
　　　　　　　　　　　pesti1ence　is　its　main　pu叩ose．In　this　pu叩ose　do　we，or
　　　　　　　　　　　do　we　not，stand　on　common　groundP”31
Fu　Manchu　insiststhathe　isjustactinglike　apatriot．Nevertheless，such　an　alliance，
even　on　a　te㎞porary　basis，Smith　cannot　agree　to．In　this　quotation　we　see　Fu
Manchu　denying　he　is　the“Yellow　Peril，”whi1e　Smith　refuses　to　show　him　any
sympa血y．A趾er　numerous　twists　and　tums，the　story　ends，rather　unsatisfactorily　I
must　admit，when　Smith　and　his　several　co1laborators　demolish　the　plant．Fu
Manchu，however，fails　to　ove竹hrow　the　Communists，although　he　does　manage　to
escape　capture．
　　　　Friend　and　foe　a1ike　are　impressed　bythe　genius　ofFu　Manchu，even　though　itis
used　more廿equent1yfor　bad　ratherthan　forgood．What　is　the　secret　ofhis　successP
It　is　not　because　he　is　a　great　po1itician　or　a　brave　so1dier；nor　is　it　because　he　has
lived　a1ong　life．It　is　because　he　has　discovered　many　secrets　of　nature，most　of
which　are　too　outrageous　for　ordina収human　beings　to　comprehend．In　E刎μ70γ肋
〃α肌伽，he　comes　up　with　perhaps　his　weirdest　creation　of　all，which　is　also　said　t0
be　his　supreme　achievement：necropolites　or“co1d　men．”These　are　dead　men　who
are　brought　back　to　life　and　preserved　by　keeping　their　bodies　at　a　very　low
temperature．They　then　seme　as　fearless　fighters　under　the　direction　ofFu　MaIichu．
It　is　generally　agreed　that　his　is　a　wasted　talent－a　talent　that　he　used　not　to　benefit
humanity　but　to　advance　his　evil　designs．And　that　perhaps　is　one　of　the　main
images　readers　are1e血切th．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Conc1usion
　　　　If　there　was　one　person　who　was　responsible　for　popularizing　the　idea　of　the
“Yellow　Peril”in　the丘rst　half　of20th　centu町，it　was　Sax　Rohmer．When　he　invented
Fu　Manchu，he　invented　a　character　who　wou1d　become　the　first　universany
recognized　Oriental　and　the　most　famous　Chinese　to　appear　in　iction．That　the　Fu
Manchu　novels　became　so　popular　in　the　West　is　not　all　that　surprisi㎎，once　we
consider　the　historical　circumstances　of　the　period．Anti－Asian　sentiment　was
rampant，especially　in　Europe　and　the　United　States．The　Yellow　Peri1，which　up　to
that　time　lacked　a　deinite　form，was　given　a　face　and　a　body　in　the　person　of　Fu
Manchu－the　archetype　ofvillainy．To　those　in　the　West，he　appeared　forbiddi㎎
becausehehadmasteredWestemtechno1ogyaswel1asmysteriousOrientalpractices
and　because　he　had　mobilized　the　yel1ow　race　in　his　ight　againstwhites．He　aroused
the　deepestfears　ofWestemers　concemingthe　supposed　threatfromthe　East．And
what　made　the　threat　pa竹icular1y　subversive　was　its　racial　underpinnings．It　was
obvious　from　the　Fu　Manchu　stories　that　the　yellow　race　wanted　to　overmn　white
civi1ization　and　gain　control　ofthe　world．It　is　indicative　ofthe　times　that　such　blatant
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racist　sentimentwas　ab1e　to　gain　litera町acceptance　and　popular　supPort．
　　　　刈though　the　Yellow　Peril　theme　was　the　main　attraction，it　was　not　the　only
reasonforthebooks’populahty．Manya㎜chairadventurerswere（andto　as1ight
degree　sti1l　are）　attracted　by　the　large　portions　of　pure　fantasy　that　the　author
included　in　all　the　novels．While　much　is　completely　unbelievable，some　of　the
dramatic　scientific　inventions　almost　seem　within　the　realm　of　possibility．It　is　true
that　Rohmer　did　not　dea1with　Asia　and　Asians　in　a　rea1istic　way，however，he　did　afair
amount　of　research　into　poisons　and　dead1y　plants　and　animals，which　helped　give　a
certain　authentici蚊to　the　stories．I　think　it　is　fair　to　say　that　from　the　s箇ndpoint　of
technique　Rohmer　was　a　good　sto｝e11er．His　special　talent　was　in　constructing
impossible　situations　for　his　heroes－1ife　and　death　situations　guaranteed　to　keep
readers　on　the　edge　oftheir　chairs．　0fa11the　nove1s，the　three　ear1iest　ones　were　the
mostreadable，fortheywere丘11edwithwonderandchamand　suがse；inthela血er
novels，the　qua1i蚊dropped　considerably．Thanks　to　radio　and　TV，the　Fu　Manchu
stories　were　given　a　second1ife　that　extended　their　popu1arity　for　ten　or趾teen　years．
Later，however，interest　faded，main1y　due　to　the　simp1e　fact　that　his　books　were　for
the　most　part　a　product　of　his　day　and　age．0nce　the　Yellow　Peril　threat1ost　its
immediacy，the　Fu　Manchu　stories　lost　their　timeliness．Now　read　mainly　as　period
pieces，they　still　offer　some　insight　into　a　movement　that　for　several　decades
innuencedthewayWestemersthoughtaboutAsia．Forthatreason，theydo　possess
historica1va1ue．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Notes
1．Cay　Van　Ash　and　Elizabeth　Sax　Rohmer，肋3〃α∫伽〆〃亨〃α伽ヅ．’λ〃o鮒妙伽ψ∫倣肋〃〃〃
（Bowling　Green：Bowling　Green　Universi蚊Popular　Press，1972）291．　It　is　interesting　to　note
that▽an　Ash（1918－1994），who　was　a　close　personal　friend　of　Sax　Rohmer，lived　for　thi晦years
in　Japan　and　for　several　of　those　years　taught　part－time　in　the　Department　of　Literature　at
Waseda　University．In　fact，this　book　was　apparently　published　while　he　was　working　at　the
uniVerSity－
2．There　areJapanese　translations　for　aboutten　Fu　Manchu　works：丘ve　were　made　before　WW［I
and　five　after　the　war；none　of　the　works　have　been　translated　into　Chinese．
3．Between1995and2001，Allison＆Busby，a　British　company　specializing　in　mystery丘ction，
published　a　ive　volume　set　entitled〃2肋〃伽c舳0吻〃肋∫，which　contains　all　of　Rohmer’s　Fu
Manchu　books　and　stories．The　entire　set　is　sti1l　readily　availab1e．Here　is　alist　ofthe　contents
fol1owed　by　the　original　dates　ofpub1ication：
（1995）Volume1：丁肋吻娩η〆ハ刎〃α〃c肋（1913）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7乃2D2””工〕0α07　（1916）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　〃州一ハ伽吻sfθ伽（1917）
（1997）Volume2：丁肋1〕α〃g肋7〆〃〃α肌伽（1931）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　伽〃α∫尾〆〃〃伽伽（1932）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　17〃ハ4o閉c此刎もB7ゴ42　（1933）
（1998）Volume3：〃2丁畑〃〆肋〃〃c伽（1934）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　月κ邊∫’6θ〃工1i〃1M四”む此〃　　（ユ936）
6ユ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　R3－E舳γ1）γ．肋〃α伽ゐ伽（1957）
（1999）Volume4：γ肋D閉伽〆〃〃”閉c〃（1939）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　肋〃07〃〃舳肋（1959）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∫肋do〃ψ肋肋伽〃（1948）
（2001）Vo1ume5：Z肋151伽∂〆肋〃o伽肋（1941）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Short　Stories
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　肋〃7α肋〆肋〃α閉伽（1952）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　丁肋伽〃〃〃伽伽（1957）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　τ肋肋〃げ〃〃伽肋（1958）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　伽〃〃が肋〃〃伽（1959）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　The5｛Volume　also　contains　several　other　stories　that　are　unrelated　to　the
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　main　SerieS．
4　The　address　ls〈地皿〉，and　lt　ls　mamtamed　by
ProfessorLawrenceJ．㎞app．lamindebtedtothissiteforinfo㎜ationthatisothe㎜isehardto
locate．
5．lcapitalizethetem，forthatisthewayito血enappearsinRohmer’snovelsandotherworksof
the　period．
6．　Wel1ow　peril．”Co〃伽∫万閉g〃∫んD〃づo〃αリ，4｛ed－1998．
7．D．E，Munge1lo，丁肋肋co舳妙o10〃伽α〃〃加肌∫f，1500－1800（Lanham，Ma収1and1
Rowman＆Littleield　Publishers，Inc．、1999）94，
8．TheEnglishtemisadirecttrans1ationoftheGe㎜anphrase“dieje1beGefahr．”
9．　Ian　Littlewood，丁加〃θαo1∫ψα〃W2∫サ彦閉∫刎αgθ∫，肌召∫f〃〃ルり肋s（London＝Secker
＆Warburg，1996）27－28．
10．　Robert　Bickers，B7〃α〃〃C〃吻αj　Co刎刎〃閉〃ツ，C〃肋〃α〃d　Colo〃”〃∫刎，1900－1949
（Manchester：Manchester　UP，1999）44，For　a　brief　but　inf0Tmative　a㏄ount　oithe　Boxer
Uprising，seeJomthan　D．Spence，〃θ∫ωκ此〃〃o伽閉C〃閉α，2nd　ed．（NewYork：W．W．No血on
＆Co．，／999）230－233．
11．In1912he　changed　his　name什om　the　comm㎝ArthurWard　to　the　more　exotic　sounding
Sax　Rohmer，which　in　Anglo－Saxon　means“blade　roamer．’’
12．Van　Ash，丁肋〃α∫f〃ψ乃肋伽ツ72．
13．V三m　Ash，〃2〃α肋πぴ吻〃α〃ツ75．
14．The　American　title　was〃〃郷倣oω∫Dκ〃〃伽6肋，which　sounds　much　more　sinister．
15．Sax　Rohmer，γ肋〃〃α伽肋0刎〃伽∫，vo1．1（London：Allyson＆Busby，1995）15．
16．皿mughout　this　paper，the　words　and　phrases　given　in　quotation　marks　are　taken　direcuy
廿om　the　v肛ious　novels．
17．　τ肋F〃〃α伽此〃0刎〃肋∫，vol．1，269．
18．This　group　is　the　Si－Fan，which　figures　prominently　in　the　next　novel，丁肋∫づ一κ〃ル躰f〃加∫．
19．　ηπハ刎〃α肌肋0刎〃肋∫，vol．1，611．
20．　〃色ハ〃〃α肌乃砒0刎〃肋∫、vol．2，184．
21．　γ肋ア〃ルーα閉励伽0〃〃肋∫，vol．2，570．
22．　τ肋ハ〃〃α肌乃〃0刎〃あ加∫，vol．3，103．
23．　〃召ハ刎〃α肌乃〃0刎〃肋s，vo1，3，238．
24．　γ肋ア眺ルーα伽〃批0刎〃肋∫，vol．3，164．
25．Rohmer　probably　included　this　reference　to　a　Japanese　righ←wing　group　because　in　the
1930smanyWestemerssawJapanasthe　majorthreattothepeaceofAsia．
26．　丁肋ハ〃ルーα肌乃〃0刎〃肋∫，vo1．3，330．
27．　丁肋亙閉ルτα伽〃加0刎〃肋∫，vol．3，280．
28．Although　we　might　quesdon　Rohmer’s　scien価c　credibility，we　caImot　but　be　su叩rised　at
the　eerie　similari蚊be肺een　his　idea　and　the　one　that　was　proposed　thi岬years　later　by　the
ハmerlcan　ml11ta町dumgthe　Reaganyears　the　an価一bal11st1c　systemknown　as“StarWars”
29．　丁肋ρω〃α舳伽0刎〃肋∫，vol．4，663．
30．　τ肋F刎〃α閉励〃0刎〃必加∫，vol．3，570．
31．　丁肋ハ伽〃α肌ゐω0刎閉必伽∫，vo1．4，517．
Westem　Images　ofAsia
The　Face　of　F1二1Mamc1lu
（From　the　cover　ofan　early　edition）
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